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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
October 10, 2020 
 
DAVID TOMS  ( -8) 
 
 
Q.  Good playing. Looked at your scorecard, it's very steady and just not a lot of 
mistakes. Is that just kind of the nature of this golf course or -- 
 
DAVID TOMS:  I drove it in play, which sets you up to be able to -- you know, if you have 
good clubs and good yardages. We didn't have any wind today, so it gives you the 
opportunity to put it in the right spot on the green because the greens are tough to putt, 
they're really quick. For the most part I really was solid tee to green except for, was it 15? I 
drove it in the rough at 15 and missed the green and then had to get up and down, so it was 
a good up-and-down to keep the round going. But yeah, it was just a good, solid day. I felt 
good about the way I struck the ball. 
 
Q.  The leaderboard is very tight at the top. What's your mindset knowing that it's 
going to take something to break away from the pack tomorrow? 
 
DAVID TOMS:  Well, I think, first of all, we're going to be going early. The weather is 
obviously an issue, so it's going to be one of those just grind-it-out days. Hopefully, at the 
end of the day, hit good shots and stay out of trouble, try to battle the weather the best you 
can. The golf course will be playing longer if it gets wet, so have longer shots, so maybe 
have to be a little more conservative. No, I look forward to it. I like the golf course and just I 
wish the weather would hold a little bit. 
 
Q.  I want to ask about kind of the cluster also. Any reason everybody -- I mean, 
there's tight tournaments, but this thing could be -- 
 
DAVID TOMS:  I think it's the golf course. There are some birdie holes out there, but at the 
same time, the way the greens are a little bit firm right now and they're pretty slick, so you 
have to be -- can't be quite as aggressive as years past when you've seen some real low 
scores. So that just makes for playing more conservatively and taking the birdies where you 
can get them. It's just a good solid golf course, a good field and after two rounds, they 
usually are bunched up pretty good. 
 
Q.  These three-round events, sometimes it's harder to get some separation, too. 
 
DAVID TOMS:  It is. You've got really good players that have won a lot of tournaments 
through the years and the golf course is in good shape but demanding at the same time 
where you have to drive it in the fairway to have a chance. You'll see guys that are playing 
well kind of bunch up and guys that aren't playing so well, they kind of fall back, so I think 
that's probably what you're seeing.   
  


